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Abstract

Eco-friendly products have gained importance in recent years. The paper bottle is a sustainable packaging solution for carbonated beverages. The moulding process is a two-stage process. At first, pulp is poured in the forming mould and fibers are formed in the desired shape. Wet bottle is then transferred to the drying mould to remove bound water. The drying process makes use of an inflatable core, which not only prevents the shrinkage of fibers but also helps in attaining good fiber compaction. Preliminary investigations reported uneven fiber compaction in changing curvatures and sharp corners. A cause of uneven thickness distribution in the geometry is uneven compaction pressure during core expansion. A FEM approach is developed to predict the occurrence of non-conformities in the bottle. Hyperelastic core material is modelled using Mooney-Rivlin material model from the elastic strain density function. The model can be used to optimize the core shape, thus developing a robust tooling solution.
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1. Introduction

Most of the packaging products today are plastic-based. Plastics impose a huge threat to the environment especially in terms of degradation [1]. However, in recent years, due to constant thrive towards sustainability, a demand in eco-friendly products has significantly increased [2]. Moulded paper pulp is mostly used in the packaging industry due to its fantastic sustainable qualities [3]. Although paper moulding can be done using many different technologies and methods, the basic principles behind are the same and can be summarized in two steps: formation of fiber network from the pulp suspension and elimination of water [4].

One example of such a product is the Green fiber Bottle (GFB). GFB is a paper bottle intended to be used for carbonated beverages [5] [6]. The work carried out in this paper introduces a FEM model to assess the quality of the compaction phase within the paper bottle production process. A critical element in manufacturing process is the
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use of inflatable core to compact the paper fibers in a bottle shape. Previous investigations on the moulding process reported non-conformities in the paper bottle due to the core insertion [7]. A FEM model has been developed and presented in this work which examines the inflatable core assisted process. The core is modelled as a hyperelastic material. Mooney-Rivlin 2 parameter hyperelastic model is used to define the material properties. The assessment of the manufacturing process gives an approach for developing a robust tooling solution.

### Nomenclature

GFB Green fiber Bottle  
W Strain energy  
$C_{10}$ Mooney-Rivlin co-efficient  
$C_{01}$ Mooney-Rivlin co-efficient  
I Invariant  
D Constant, to be determined from curve-fitting  
J Jacobian  
$\sigma_1$ First principal cauchy stress  
$\lambda_1$ Stretch ratio  
$\sigma_{Eng}$ Engineering stress  
$\varepsilon_{vol}$ Volumetric strain

### 2. Manufacturing process

The conventional paper bottle moulding process is a two staged process; the forming and the drying step. In the forming process, the wet geometry is formed from paper pulp. Water is present in the pulp in two forms (a) Free water and (b) Bound water. The water that is absorbed by the pulp fibers is known as bound water, while the water that is available in excess is termed as free water. In the forming phase, free water is removed from the pulp, resulting in a wet geometry. Once the wet geometry is formed, it is then dried in sequence of steps, removing all the bound water content, as shown in fig. 1. The manufacturing process is described below:

#### 2.1. Forming process

The forming process begins with injection of the pulp inside a split mould cavity (fig. 1a). The set of moulds form a negative replica of the bottle shape to be produced. The mould is setup such as the pulp enters from the neck section and the bottle is formed upside down. The pulp is kept inside a tank and continuously stirred to avoid precipitation of fibers. It is then fed into the forming mould with the help of a pump. The tool is provided with larger holes for efficient removal of the ‘free water’. A wired mesh in the shape of bottle is placed at the inner lining of the mould. The dimension of mesh is such that it allows water to pass through but it doesn’t allow the fibers to go out, thereby forming the shape.

With the pulp being pumped in, a pressure differential is created across the walls of the tool using vacuum suction. This process continues for a short span of time, to ease the formation of the bottle shape. Once the shape has been formed, the vacuum suction is turned off and the wet bottle is removed from the mould.

#### 2.2. Drying process

This wet bottle is then transferred to a drying mould for the drying process (fig. 1b). The drying mould is also a split mould made of porous material. The porous mould is preheated to the temperature of 140 °C. As the wet paper bottle comes in contact with the hot tool, the drying process starts. During the drying process, an inflatable core/insert is inserted and inflated inside the mould. The core is made up of a rubber material. The core serves two purposes: (a) Compaction of the wet fibers and (b) Avoiding the shrinkage of paper during the drying process. A pressure differential
is created across the walls of the tool using vacuum suction. Once the drying process is completed the split mould opens up and the dried paper bottle is obtained.

3. Non-conformities due to inflatable core

Saxena et al.[7] performed a study on characterizing the green fiber bottle prototypes using computed tomography. The authors produced paper bottles with the manufacturing process discussed in section 2. The study revealed non-conformities in the paper bottle. The uneven thickness distribution across the length of the bottle suggested that the pulp fiber is unevenly compacted. One of the primary cause of uneven thickness distribution is the uneven compaction pressure during the drying process. Section 4 provides a method to analyze and predict the compaction pressure from the core onto the paper during manufacturing.

4. FEM modelling of the inflatable core assisted process

This section presents a FEM based approach for predicting non-conformities in the bottle moulding process. The inflatable core is modelled as hyperelastic material and inflated inside the mould. The FEM simulations were performed in COMSOL Multiphysics 5.3a.

4.1. Model definition

The inflatable core is held between two halves of the mould as shown in fig 2. The two halves of the mould are clamped together and held stationary (Fig 2a). Pressure is applied on the inner boundary of the core and is slowly ramped up to resemble the actual manufacturing process. As the core inflates inside the mould, contact pressure between the core and the mould is evaluated. It is assumed that the pressure exerted by the core on the mould is same as that exerted by the core onto paper surface. The 3D model is reduced to 2D axi-symmetric for faster computation (fig 2b).

4.2. Constitutive equations

The rubber material is modelled using Mooney-Rivlin hyperelastic model. The material is assumed to be incompressible. The model expresses the mechanical strain energy as a function of invariants (eq. 1).

\[ W = \sum_i \sum_j C_{ij} (I_1 - 3)^i (I_2 - 3)^j + D (J - 1)^2 \]  

(1)
The mechanical strain energy is expressed as a function of invariants (eq. 1).

$$W = C_{10}(I_1 - 3) + C_{01}(I_2 - 3) + C_{11}(I_1 - 3)(I_2 - 3) + C_{20}(I_1 - 3)^2 + \ldots + D(J - 1)^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

The partial derivative of $W$ with respect to $\lambda_i$, multiplied by $\lambda_i$ gives the principal Cauchy stress. The first principal Cauchy stress can be evaluated as:

$$\sigma_1 = \lambda_1 \frac{\partial W}{\partial \lambda_1} = \lambda_1 (\frac{\partial W}{\partial I_1} + \frac{\partial W}{\partial I_2} + \frac{\partial W}{\partial J})$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

In common practice, Mooney-Rivlin 2 parameter, 3 parameter and 5 parameter model are used for modelling rubber-like materials. The model discussed in this work makes use of Mooney-Rivlin 2 parameter hyperelastic model. From an experimental point of view, engineering stress holds much more relevance than principal Cauchy stress. Engineering stress can be obtained from the first principal Cauchy stress as:

$$\sigma_1^{eng} = \frac{\sigma_1}{\lambda_1}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

since $J = \frac{V_f}{V_o}$, the expression $(J - 1)$ in eq. 2 can be replaced with volumetric strain ($\epsilon_{vol}$) as:

$$(J - 1) = \frac{\Delta V}{V_o} = \epsilon_{vol}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

4.3. Material modelling

The mechanical behaviour of the rubber material is determined by uniaxial tensile testing. The stress-stretch behaviour for the material was determined using the testing procedure as prescribed in DIN 53504-85. Stretch is defined as:

$$Stretch = 1 + \text{Strain.}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

For Uniaxial tension,

$$\lambda_1 = \lambda$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

$$\lambda_2 = \lambda_3 = \frac{1}{\sqrt[3]{\lambda}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)
Thus,

\[ \sigma_{\text{uniaxial}}^{\text{eng}} = 2C_{10}(\lambda - \frac{1}{\lambda^2}) + 2C_{01}(1 - \frac{1}{\lambda^3}) \]  

Fig. 3 shows the experimental stress-stretch behaviour of the rubber material in uniaxial tensile testing conditions. The experimental data is curve-fitted using Mooney-Rivlin 2 parameter model. The coefficients obtained from the curve-fitting are \( C_{01} = 0.79 \text{ MPa} \) and \( C_{10} = 0.52 \text{ MPa} \). Other relevant material properties as obtained from the material datasheet are listed in table 1. The mould is assigned aluminium with the material properties as listed in table 2.

Table 1: Material properties of the core

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material characteristics</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Test standard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hardness Shore A</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>DIN 53505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density</td>
<td>1100 kg/m³</td>
<td>DIN EN ISO 1183-1 A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tensile strength</td>
<td>8.60 N/mm²</td>
<td>DIN 53504 S 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elongation at break</td>
<td>650 %</td>
<td>DIN 53504 S 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tear strength</td>
<td>31 N/mm</td>
<td>ASTM D 624 B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Material properties of the mould

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material characteristics</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Density</td>
<td>2700 kg/m³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young’s modulus</td>
<td>70,000 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson’s ratio</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The design is related to a specific test geometry that was used as a basis for investigation.

4.4. Meshing

The choice of right set of mesh elements is very critical in modelling hyper-elastic materials. Triangular mesh elements are used for both the core and the mould (fig. 4). The maximum size of mesh elements for the core is 0.22 mm. The inner part of the mould that comes in contact with the core is meshed with the elements of size 0.8 mm.
4.5. Boundary constraints and load

In order to allow expansion of the core, the lower part of the core is provided with a roller boundary condition. The mould is provided with the fixed domain constraint. The outer boundary of core and the inner boundary of tool forms a contact pair. The inner boundary of the core is provided a boundary load (pressure) which is slowly ramped up to avoid large distortion of mesh elements in one step.

The rubber core expansion inside the mould is a boundary value problem. The deformation of the core is defined from the moving mesh boundaries. The strain in rubber material is defined at each point in the domain. A positive volumetric change means the core is stretched, while a negative value indicates compression. The total mass however remains conserved at all times.

5. Results

As the applied pressure is ramped up, the core begins to inflate and after sometime contact is established with the mould surface. The contact pressure is evaluated as a measure of uniformity of pressing and fibers compaction. Fig 5a shows the distribution of contact pressure with the applied pressure. As it can be seen, when nearly 7 bar (7 \times 10^5 Pa) of pressure is applied inside the core, the contact pressure on the largest fraction of the mould surface is approximately 4.5 bar (4.5 \times 10^5 Pa) (shown with dark blue colour).

![Fig. 5: Contact pressure in the tool](image)

(a) Applied pressure vs contact pressure  
(b) Contact pressure in the area of sharp variations
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Fig. 6: Wall thickness analysis of a paper bottle [7]
However, it can be seen from fig. 5b that in the area of sharp variations of cross section, characterized by a small curvature radius, the contact pressure is non-uniform. The sharp curvatures in the mould makes it difficult for the core to maintain uniform contact pressure in the tool. This generates the zone of non-conformities, verified by Saxena et al. [7].

In concave corners, where the contact pressure is relatively low, the rubber core is unable to compact the pulp uniformly, thereby leaving more thickness in that region. However, in convex corners, where the contact pressure is relatively high, the pulp is compacted more, generating the regions of low thickness. The thickness distribution from the study by Saxena et al. [7] is shown in fig 6.

6. Conclusions

The paper presents an approach to estimate and predict the non-conformities during the paper bottle moulding process. Following points can be concluded from the work:

- The expansion of core inside the mould cavity generates contact pressure on the paper surface.
- This contact pressure helps in removal of bound water, absorbed by the paper fibers and also allows good compaction.
- There is significant deviation in the contact pressure from the applied pressure.
- The FEM model provides the distribution of contact pressure during compaction. The distribution of contact pressure is observed to be non-uniform.
- The core produces a good compaction in most of the bottle, however, it is unable to provide uniform compaction in the area of sharp variations of cross section.
- The model can be used as a selection criteria in choosing the core material.
- The shape of core can be modified and validated from the model, such as the contact pressure is uniformly distributed across the bottle.
- The cause of non-conformities in the bottle production is confirmed as pointed out in earlier studies.

Thus, with the help of the FEM model, the manufacturing process can be tuned accordingly. The tools can be more accurately designed to have a robust and sustainable manufacturing process for production cycle.
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